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an album by American singer
Natalie Cole released on June
9, 1993 by Elektra Records.n
Cole won a Grammy Award

for Best Jazz Vocal. He
appeared in the music video
for "Mystery Man" and on

the soundtrack to the film If
You Love. The song was also
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featured on "Mind on Fire"
and "Mummy". The single

sold over 138 million copies
in the US, making it the
fastest-selling album in

history. This record became
one of the most

commercially successful in
Cole's career (and one of the

few that went double
platinum in the US). The

album was released on June
9, 1983. The title track

"Massage Parlor" and its
remixes earned Cole eight
Grammy nominations. She
was eventually awarded in
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the categories of "Best Pop
Vocal Collaboration" for

"Missouri Woman" and Best
Song with Vocal or

Instrumental
Accompaniment in a Pop
Music Video ("Mississippi

Woman"), and in the
categories of "Best

Male/Female Vocal" , "Best
Rock Ballad" and Best Song

with Pop Vocal or
Instrumental Performance

("Massachusetts"), as well as
the RIAA Award for

"Platinum Record" for a
group or composer. The song
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"Mickey Mouse" was
released only as a

promotional video for the
album, which was shown on

MTV Unplugged. It was
written by singer David

Sylvian and first performed
by him in 1973. He released
a single of the same name in
1968 and released an album
of the song in 1970. In 2007,
it was released on the 2013
acoustic album "Cantron".
The songs "On the Road

Again", "Not Till Spring" and
both singles were remixed

several times. All songs
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written by Natalie Thompson
and David Carter.
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